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1. Timeliness:      This motion is filed within the time frame permitted by the Military 

Commissions Trial Judiciary Rules of Court and the Military Judge's order dated 20 December 

2007. 

2. Relief Sought:       Defendant Salim Ahmed Hamdan requests that the Commission order 

the government to remove Salim Hamdan from the punitive conditions of confinement in which 

he is currently being held, or that the Commission abate proceedings until he is removed from 

solitary confinement.  Additionally, the Defense requests that Salim Hamdan receive three days 

of confinement for each of day he has spent in these conditions. 

3. Overview:       The prohibition against pretrial punishment is firmly rooted in Anglo-

American jurisprudence.  MAGNA CARTA (1215)(“No freeman shall be taken, imprisoned, . . . or 

in any other way destroyed…except by the lawful judgment of his peers, or by the law of the 

land.”)  This fundamental right has been incorporated into Common Article 3, which 

unequivocally prohibits “the passing of sentences . . . without previous judgment pronounced by 

a regularly constituted court . . . .”  Common Article 3, ¶ 1(d).  Mr. Hamdan cannot be subjected 

to punitive conditions of confinement until he has been convicted and sentenced by a regularly 

constituted court.  Hamdan seeks an immediate release from his punitive conditions of 

confinement and credit for the time he has spent under such conditions.   

4. Facts: 

A. Mr. Hamdan was held in solitary confinement at Camp Echo from approximately 

December 2003 to October 2004.   



B. Within a matter of weeks, the solitary confinement at Camp Echo led to 

depression, anxiety, severe moods swings, and difficulty in concentrating on 

matters relating to his legal defense.  See Declaration of Daryl Matthews, M.D., 

Ph.D., Attachment A; Declaration of Emily A. Keram, M.D. (“Keram 

Declaration), Attachment B. 

C. Following an order from U.S. District Judge James Robertson, in November 2004 

Mr. Hamdan was moved to general population at Camp 4.  (Order, dated 8 

November 2004, Attachment C.)  Camp 4 is a medium-security detention facility.  

(Affidavit of Colonel Michael I. Bumgarner, dated 6 April 2006 (“Bumgarner 

Affidavit), Attachment D.)  It allows inmates to have social contact with each 

other, some recreation, and access to natural air and light.  (Donna Miles, New 

Guantanamo Camp to Pave Way for Future Detention Ops, Am. Forces 

Information Serv. News Articles (June 28, 2005) (Attachment E); Kathleen T. 

Rhem, Detainees Living in Varied Conditions at Guantanamo, Am. Forces 

Information Serv. News Articles (Feb. 16, 2005) (Attachment F).) 

D. In December 2006, following dismissal of Mr. Hamdan's case by Judge Robertson 

based on section 7 of the MCA (which purports to strip federal courts of 

jurisdiction over habeas actions brought by Guantanamo detainees), Mr. Hamdan 

was moved from general population at Camp 4 to Camp 6.  (Declaration of 

Andrea J. Prasow (“Prasow Declaration”) ¶ 3, Attachment G.)  In Camp 6, Mr. 

Hamdan was held in isolation for 23 hours per day in a cell measuring 

approximately 8 feet by 10 feet.  There was no access to natural air or light, and 

artificial light was on in his cell 24 hours per day.   

E. Camp 6 is a maximum-security facility in which inmates are kept in solitary 

confinement.  Their only access to anyone or anything outside their cells is 

through the ports for food trays in their cells and limited individual exercise 
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periods and showers.  (Amnesty International, United States of America, Cruel 

and Inhuman:  Conditions of Isolation for Detainees at Guantánamo Bay (Apr. 

2007) (Attachment H); Ben Fox, Life Harsher in New Guantanamo Unit, ABC 

News/Associated Press (Feb. 3, 2007) (Attachment I); R. Jeffrey Smith & and 

Julie Tate, Uighers' Detention Conditions Condemned, Wash. Post (Jan. 30, 2007) 

(Attachment J); Tim Golden, Military Taking a Tougher Line with Detainees, 

N.Y. Times (Dec. 16, 2006) (Attachment K).) 

F. Following his return to solitary confinement at Camp 6, Mr. Hamdan grew 

increasingly agitated.  During visits with his legal counsel, he described the 

tremendous suffering due to his ongoing solitary confinement.  He found it 

difficult to concentrate, his eyesight deteriorated, and he experienced constant 

harassment from the guards.  His level of desperation grew to the point where he 

requested to meet with interrogators in the hopes that they might improve his 

conditions of confinement.  (Prasow Declaration ¶ 5, Attach. G.) 

G. In December 2007, Mr. Hamdan was briefly moved to Camp 1 and then moved to 

Camp 5.  (Prasow Declaration ¶¶ 10-11, Attach. G.)  Camp 5 is a maximum-

security detention facility.  (Bumgarner Affidavit, Attach. D.)  Conditions at 

Camp 5 are similar to those at Camp 6.  It is a regime of isolation in a small cell, 

with no access to natural light or air, for 22-23 hours per day.  

H. Between December 24, 2007 and January 24, 2008, Mr. Hamdan only received 

two exercise periods.  (Prasow Declaration ¶ 12, Attach. G.) 

I. Camp 5, like Camp 6, is a maximum-security facility in which inmates are kept in 

isolation.  Its conditions are similar to, but even harsher than, conditions in Camp 

6.  (Amnesty International, supra (Attachment H); Fox, supra (Attachment I).) 

J. Mr. Hamdan was previously interviewed by Dr. Emily Keram, a clinical and 

forensic psychiatrist who was retained by the Defense.  Dr. Keram observed signs 
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of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder in Mr. Hamdan, including nightmares, intrusive 

thoughts, memories and images and amnesia for details of traumatic events.  

(Keram Declaration ¶ 5, Attach. B.)  Dr. Keram also observed symptoms of a 

Major Depressions.  (Id.)   

K. During her interviews of Mr. Hamdan, Dr. Keram observed that his symptoms 

were exacerbated by isolation of even one day in solitary confinement.  (Keram 

Declaration ¶ 5, Attach. B.) 

L. In addition to exacerbating existing psychiatric problems, solitary confinement is 

associated with, among other things, depression, anxiety, panic attacks, suicide 

ideation, poor concentration and memory and though disorder.  (Keram 

Declaration ¶ 7, Attach. B.) 

M. Mr. Hamdan has exhibited significant signs of a deteriorating mental state during 

the period in which he has been in solitary confinement.  (Prasow Declaration ¶¶ 

5; 15, Attach G.)  His mental impairment as a consequence of his conditions of 

confinement has interfered with his ability to maintain an attorney-client 

relationship with his existing counsel and to form an attorney-client relationship 

with Detailed Defense Counsel.  (Prasow Declaration ¶¶ 14-16, Attach. G; Keram 

Declaration ¶ 9, Attach B.) 

N. Mr. Hamdan’s isolation in solitary confinement places him at risk of developing 

more serious psychiatric disorders, including the risk of suicidal thoughts and 

behaviors.  (Keram Declaration ¶ 10, Attach B.) 

5. Law and Argument: 

A. Common Article 3 and International Law Prohibit Pretrial Punishment 

Common Article 3, a part of all four Geneva Conventions, applies in this proceeding and 

sets forth minimum protections that must be afforded to Mr. Hamdan.  It is well-established that 

Common Article 3 applies to all armed conflicts, both international and non-international.  See 
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Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 126 S. Ct. 2749, 2796 n.63 (2006); Commentary to Convention (I) for the 

Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field 23, 

Geneva, 12 August 1949 (“Article 3 refers only to cases of conflict not of an international 

character.  But, if these provisions represent (as they do) the minimum applicable in non-

international conflict, that minimum must a fortiori be applicable in an international conflict.”).  

The United States Supreme Court has already held that Common Article 3 applies to 

Mr. Hamdan, can be invoked by him, and applies in this case.  Hamdan, 126 S. Ct. at 2796.1  

Congress also recognized the applicability of Common Article 3 when enacting the Military 

Commissions Act of 2006 (“MCA”), 10 U.S.C. §§ 948a-950w.  See 10 U.S.C. § 948b(f) (stating 

that military commissions established under the MCA comply with Common Article 3); M.M.C., 

Executive Summary (Manual for Military Commissions is “intended to ensure” that the 

guarantees of Common Article 3 are provided). 

Common Article 3's protections are for all persons, regardless of status.  Jordan J. Paust, 

Executive Plans and Authorizations to Violate International Law Concerning Treatment and 

Interrogation of Detainees, 43 Colum. J. Transnat’l L. 811, 817-18 (2005) (“Common Article 3 

assures that any person detained has certain rights ‘in all circumstances’ and ‘at any time and in 

any place whatsoever,’ whether the detainee is a prisoner of war, unprivileged belligerent, 
                                                 
1 Any contention that Common Article 3 provides no protection to Mr. Hamdan based MCA § 948b(g) (“No alien 
unlawful enemy combatant subject to trial by military commission under this chapter may invoke the Geneva 
Conventions as a source of rights”) must be rejected, as Congress cannot validly strip Mr. Hamdan of preexisting 
rights recognized by the Supreme Court in this very case.  Such an effort would constitute an impermissible 
intrusion into the judicial function.  See Plaut v. Spendthrift Farm, Inc., 514 U.S. 211, 227 (1995) (“Congress may 
not declare by retroactive legislation that the law applicable to that very case was something other than what the 
courts said it was.”); United States v. Klein, 80 U.S. 128, 146 (1871) (striking down a statute that prevented courts 
from giving effect to a presidential pardon, which would violate separation of powers by “prescrib[ing] rules of 
decision to the Judicial Department of the government in cases pending before it”); see also Sanchez-Llamas v. 
Oregon, 126 S. Ct. 2669, 2684 (2006) (“If treaties are to be given effect as federal law under our legal system, 
determining their meaning as a matter of federal law ‘is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial 
department,’ headed by the ‘one supreme Court’ established by the Constitution.”) (quoting Marbury, 5 U.S. (1 
Cranch) 173, 177 (1803)).  In addition, such an application of MCA § 948b(g) would operate as an invalid Bill of 
Attainder and ex post facto law.  See Cummings v. Missouri, 71 U.S. 277, 320 (1866) (“deprivation of any rights, 
civil or political, previously enjoyed may be punishment” and constitute a bill of attainder); Collins v. Youngblood, 
497 U.S. 37, 49 (1990) (“A law that abolishes an affirmative defense” violates the Ex Post Facto Clause); Beazell v. 
Ohio, 269 U.S. 167, 169-70 (1925) (“[A]ny statute . . . which deprives one charged with crime of any defense 
available according to law at the time when the act was committed, is prohibited as ex post facto.”). 
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terrorist, or noncombatant.”); Jordan J. Paust, Judicial Power to Determine the Status and Rights 

of Persons Detained Without Trial, 44 Harv. Int’l L.J. 503, 514 (2003) (“If any person detained 

during an armed conflict is not a POW, such person nevertheless benefits from protections under 

common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, which applies today in all armed conflicts and 

which incorporates customary human rights to due process into the conventions.”); see also 

Kadic v. Karadzic, 70 F.3d 232, 243 (2d Cir. 1995) (describing the mandates of Common Article 

3 as the “most fundamental requirements of the law of war”). 

Specifically, Common Article 3 prohibits “the passing of sentences . . . without previous 

judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial guarantees which 

are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.”  Common Article 3, ¶ 1(d).     

B. The Constitution Prohibits Pretrial Punishment 

The Military Commissions Act must be read in context of the Constitution.  It is the role 

of the courts, including the military commissions, to determine what the law is.  The Constitution 

is the supreme law.  Article VI, § 2 of the United States Constitution establishes:  “This 

Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and 

all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the 

supreme Law of the Land . . ..”  U.S. Const. art. VI, § 2.  Therefore, the courts must consider the 

Constitution’s meaning. 

In Marbury v. Madison, Chief Justice Marshall declared “that an act of the legislature, 

repugnant to the constitution, is void.”  Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch 137, 177 (1803).  Because 

it is for the courts to decide what the law is, the courts must consider the Constitution when 

considering the law.  “So if a law be in opposition to the constitution; if both the law and the 

constitution apply to a particular case, so that the court must either decide that case conformably 

to the law, disregarding the constitution; or conformably to the constitution, disregarding the 

law; the court must determine which of these conflicting rules governs the case.  This is of the 
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very essence of judicial duty.”  Id. at 178.  Therefore, it is inherent in the duty of the courts to 

consider arguments from the Constitution when interpreting the law. 

Not only must the courts strike down laws conflicting with the Constitution, but a court 

must also strive to interpret the law in a manner that accords with the Constitution if at all 

possible.2  As the Supreme Court has noted: “The principle is old and deeply imbedded in our 

jurisprudence that this Court will construe a statute in a manner that requires decision of serious 

constitutional questions only if the statutory language leaves no reasonable alternative.”  United 

States v. Five Gambling Devices, 346 U.S. 441, 448 (1953).  Therefore, the military commission 

must attempt to interpret the MCA in a manner that would not raise any conflicts with the 

Constitution.  This interpretation can only be made by considering the Constitution.  Therefore, 

the Military Judge must consider the Constitution when interpreting the M.C.A.  

Any argument that the Constitution does not need to be considered because it does not 

apply to the military commissions when outside of the United States must fail because such a 

position is in clear conflict with the Supreme Court’s ruling in Hamdan.  The Court ruled that the 

President had “authority to convene military commissions in circumstances where justified under 

the Constitution and laws, including the law of war,” despite the fact that the military 

commissions were convened outside the U.S.  126 S. Ct. at 2755.  This holding indicates that the 

powers of the military commission are dependent on the laws and Constitution of the United 

States regardless of its location.  

The Constitution prohibits pretrial punishment.  No person shall be “deprived of life, 

liberty, or property, without due process of law.”  U.S. CONST. amend. V; see also Schall v. 

Martin, 467 U.S. 253, 269 (1984) (“It is axiomatic that ‘due process requires that a pretrial 

detainee not be punished.”) (internal citations omitted).  Due process is violated if pretrial 

                                                 
2 United States v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41, 45 (1953).  See also Richmond Screw Anchor Co. v. United States, 275 U.S. 
331, 346 (1928) (“It is our duty in the interpretation of federal statutes to reach a conclusion which will avoid 
serious doubt of their constitutionality.”). 
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conditions of confinement equate with punishment.  Stevenson v. Carroll, 495 F.3d 62, 67 (3d 

Cir. 2007); Ullrich v. Canyon County Det. Ctr., 84 Fed. Appx. 752, 753 (9th Cir. 2003).   

This Court must determine if the conditions accompanying pretrial detention are 

“imposed for the purpose of punishment or whether [they are] but an incident of some other 

legitimate governmental purpose.”  Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 538 (1979).  An intent to 

punish may be inferred when a condition of pretrial detention is not reasonably related to a 

legitimate governmental goal.  McMillian v. Johnson, 88 F. 3d 1554, 1564 (11th Cir. 1996).  In 

determining whether a condition of pretrial detention is reasonably related to a legitimate 

governmental objective, the Bell Court utilized the factors announced in Kennedy v. Mendoza-

Martinez, 372 U.S. 144, 168-69 (1963) to distinguish conditions of confinement that are punitive 

from those that are not: 

(1) The sanction involves an affirmative disability or restraint; 

(2) It has historically been regarded as a punishment; 

(3) It comes into play only on a finding of scienter; 

(4) Its operation promotes the traditional aims of punishment-retribution and 

deterrence; 

(5) The behavior to which it applies is already a crime; 

(6) An alternative purpose to which it may rationally be connected is assignable for 

it; 

(7) It appears excessive in relation to the alternative purpose assigned.3  

“[I]f a restriction or condition is not reasonably related to a legitimate goal—if it is arbitrary or 

purposeless—a court permissibly may infer that the purpose of the governmental action is 

                                                 
3 Kennedy v. Mendoza-Martinez, 372 U.S. 144, 168 (1963). 
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punishment that may not constitutionally be inflicted upon detainees qua detainees.”  Bell, 441 

U.S. at 539. 

C. Indefinite Pretrial Solitary Confinement Constitutes Illegal Pretrial Punishment 

The Human Rights Committee has stated that prolonged solitary confinement may 

amount to a violation of the prohibition against torture and ill-treatment in Article 7 of the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.  Human Rights Committee, General 

Comment 20, Para. 6, 44th Session (1992).  Accordingly, the United Nations General Assembly 

has urged that its use as a means of punishment be restricted if not abolished.  G.A. Res. 45/111 

¶ 7, U.N. Doc. A/45/49 (1990).  And the Inter-American Commission has stated:  “Prolonged 

solitary confinement is not a measure considered by the law to be a sentence, and therefore there 

is no justification for its frequent use.”  Annual Report of the Inter-American Commission, 1981-

1982, OEA/Ser.L/V/II.57, doc. 6 rev. 1, (1982).  Not surprisingly, the Court of Military Appeals 

declared the U.S. Navy’s practice of sentencing convicted sailors to solitary confinement to be 

“illegal” fifty years ago.  United States v. Stiles, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 384, 386 (C.M.A. 1958).   In 

Stiles, the Court found that solitary confinement was not a punishment authorized by the 

President in the Manual for Courts-Martial.  Fifty years later, the President has declined to 

authorize its use as punishment in either the Manual for Courts-Martial or the Manual for 

Military Commissions.  But whatever the merits of solitary confinement as a lawful means of 

punishment may be, it remains punishment.  

The presumption of innocence is “the undoubted law, axiomatic and elementary, and its 

enforcement lies at the foundation of the administration of our criminal law.”  Coffin v. United 

States, 156 U.S. 432, 453 (1895).  Congress provided for this “elementary” principle in the 

M.C.A.  10 U.S.C. § 949m (2006).  This presumption requires that Mr. Hamdan not be subjected 

to any deprivations or restrictions beyond those necessary to assure his presence at trial.  

O’Bryan v. County of Saginaw, 437 F. Supp. 582, 595 (E.D. Mich. 1977).  Similarly, the Inter-
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American Court has stated that the presumption of innocence requires that any restrictions on a 

person’s liberty must be limited to those which are strictly necessary.  Suarez Rosero Case, 

Ecuador (Nov. 12, 1992).  This is consistent with Uniform Code of Military Justice, which 

prohibits the imposition of conditions of confinement that are “any more rigorous than the 

circumstances require to insure” the presence of the accused for trial.  10 U.S.C. § 813 (2006).  

While the M.C.A. contains no statutory corollary to Article 13, UCMJ, such a provision would 

be superfluous given the codification of the presumption of innocence and because Common 

Article 3 and the Fifth Amendment prohibit pretrial punishment.   

Prolonged pretrial detention in solitary confinement constitutes illegal pretrial 

punishment.  Magluta v. Samples, 375 F.3d 1269, 1276 (11th Cir. 2004) (accepting allegations of 

Petitioner as fact, Fifth Amendment violated where pretrial detainee spent 500 days in solitary 

confinement); United States v. Basciano, 369 F. Supp. 2d 344, 353 (E.D.N.Y. 2005) (“nuclear 

option” of pretrial solitary confinement found to violate Fifth Amendment) 

An application of the Mendoza-Martinez factors further reinforces the fact that Mr. 

Hamdan’s continued detention in solitary confinement is punishment.  As noted above, solitary 

confinement is an affirmative disability that is universally recognized as punishment.  See also, 

Christy v. Hammel, 87 F.R.D. 381, 390 (M.D. Penn. 1980) (Solitary confinement is “peculiarly 

punitive . . . .”).  While the imposition of solitary confinement upon adjudged prisoners has 

withstood constitutional challenge, Sandin v. Conner, 515 U.S. 472, 485 (1995), its imposition 

upon pretrial detainees has been limited to instances where segregation was necessary for 

security or for the orderly running of the institution.  See, e.g., United States v. McGriff, 468 F. 

Supp. 2d 445, 448 (E.D.N.Y. 2007); United States v. Gotti, 755 F. Supp 1159, 1164 (E.D.N.Y. 

1991); United States v. Catalan-Roman, 329 F. Supp. 2d 240, 253 (D.P.R. 2004); United States 

v. Suleiman, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5793 (S.D.N.Y. 1997).  And solitary confinement may only 

be imposed upon pretrial detainees for disciplinary infractions after a hearing.  Mitchell v. 

Dupnik, 75 F.3d 517 (9th Cir. 1996); Rapier v. Harris, 172 F.3d 999, 1006 (7th Cir.1999).   
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Importantly, the government has provided no explanation for the onerous conditions of 

Hamdan’s confinement.  “‘Prison authorities are not afforded unbridled discretion’ because the 

detainee is either notorious or newsworthy or both.”  Gotti, 755 F. Supp. at 1164 (citing Boudin 

v. Thomas, 533 F. Supp. 786, 791 (S.D.N.Y. 1982)).  The fact that Hamdan was confined at 

Camp 4, where he had access to other detainees, for two years without incident suggests that 

there is no legitimate government purpose for imposing upon him the arduous conditions of 

solitary confinement. 

An application of the Mendoza-Martinez factors to this case confirms what is already 

readily apparent:  Mr. Hamdan is currently being subjected to punitive conditions of 

confinement. 

Accordingly, Mr. Hamdan respectfully requests that the Commission order the 

government to remove him from the punitive conditions of confinement in which he is currently 

being held, or that the Commission abate proceedings until he is removed from solitary 

confinement.  Additionally, the defense requests that Mr. Hamdan be credited with three days of 

confinement for each of the 2,256 days he has spent in these punitive conditions. 

D. The Imposition of Solitary Confinement on Mr. Hamdan Interferes with His Right 
to Counsel and His Right to Be Present at Trial 

Mr. Hamdan has the constitutional and statutory rights to receive the assistance of 

counsel and to be present for all proceedings of the military commission (unless in exceptional 

circumstances such as the defendant is disruptive). U.S. Const. amend. 6; 10 U.S.C. § 949a(b)(B) 

and (C); see also R.M.C. 804(a) (“Presence required.  The accused shall be present at the 

arraignment, the time of the plea, every stage of the trial including sessions conducted without 

members . . . .”).  Mr. Hamdan has been held in solitary confinement continuously since 

December 2006.  During that period, his mental condition has deteriorated considerably, 

significantly impeding his ability to assist in his own defense. 
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Joint Task Force-Guantanamo (“JTF-GTMO”) has moved Mr. Hamdan to different 

detention facilities repeatedly over the course of his detention.  Following an order from District 

Judge Robertson, Mr. Hamdan was moved to Camp 4 – a medium-security detention facility – in 

November 2004.  Mr. Hamdan perceives his current solitary confinement as a failure of his 

defense counsel.  He has observed that other detainees, including Omar Khadr who is being tried 

by military commission, are located in Camp 4.  (Letter Regarding Conditions of Confinement, 

Exhibit 4 to Prasow Declaration, Attach. G.)  Counsel have repeatedly requested that Mr. 

Hamdan be returned to Camp 4, but that request has simply been ignored.  (Prasow Declaration 

¶¶ 7-10.)  JTF-GTMO’s refusal to comply with counsel’s request, and refusal to provide any 

basis for Mr. Hamdan’s transfer, have materially interfered with Mr. Hamdan’s relationship with 

his counsel.  Mr. Hamdan grew so desperate that he requested to meet with interrogators in an 

effort to alleviate his conditions.  (Prasow Declaration ¶¶ 5; 15, Attach. G.)  He believes the 

interrogators are the only people who can change his burdensome conditions as he has witnessed 

other detainees receive comfort items after cooperating with interrogators.  (Letter Regarding 

Conditions of Confinement, Ex. 4 to Prasow Declaration, Attach. G.)  This is particularly ironic 

considering Mr. Hamdan has always cooperated with interrogators yet nevertheless is being 

treated differently from other detainees who are afforded the relative increased comfort of 

detention in Camp 4.  

The unlawful pretrial solitary confinement has caused Mr. Hamdan to question his 

attorneys’ motives and abilities even in the face of the vigorous defense has received so far.  

(Prasow Declaration ¶¶ 14; 16, Attach. G.)  These conditions are preventing him from forming 

an attorney-client relationship with Detailed Defense Counsel LCDR Mizer, and from 

maintaining his relationship with his other attorneys.  Mr. Hamdan has been unable to materially 

assist his counsel in preparing motions and reviewing discovery for several months due to his 

detention in solitary confinement.  His right to a fair trial is being significantly infringed. 
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Additionally, in Mr. Hamdan’s current mental state, he cannot be “present” within the 

meaning of R.M.C. 804 at his own commission proceedings.  He has repeatedly expressed to 

counsel an inability to focus on details of his case.  (Prasow Declaration ¶ 14, Attach. G.)  His 

conditions are so onerous that he can only concentrate attempting to alleviate them.  If Mr. 

Hamdan cannot understand and focus on the proceedings, he is not effectively “present” at them.  

Therefore, in order to comply with R.M.C. 804, Mr. Hamdan’s conditions of confinement must 

be materially alleviated to permit him to participate in his own defense.  

6. Request for Oral Argument:     The Defense requests oral argument.  Oral argument is 

necessary to provide the Commission with the opportunity to fully explore the legal issues raised 

by this motion.  As provided by R.M.C. 905(h), “Upon request, either party is entitled to an 

R.M.C. 803 session to present oral argument or have an evidentiary hearing concerning the 

disposition of written motions.” 

7. Request for Witnesses:     The Defense believes the following witnesses will materially 

assist the commission in considering this motion: 

A. Salim Hamdan 

B. Omar Khadr 

C. Dr. Emily Keram 

D. CAPT Patrick McCarthy, Staff Judge Advocate, JTF-GTMO 

8. Conference with Opposing Counsel:     The Defense has conferred with opposing 

counsel.  The Prosecution objects to the requested relief. 

9. Attachments: 

A. Declaration of Dr. Daryl Matthews 

B. Declaration of Dr. Emily Keram 

C. Order of Judge James Robertson 

D. Affidavit of Michael I. Bumgarner 
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E. Donna Miles, New Guantanamo Camp to Pave Way for Future Detention Ops, 

Am. Forces Information Serv. News Articles (June 28, 2005) 

F. Kathleen T. Rhem, Detainees Living in Varied Conditions at Guantanamo, Am. 

Forces Information Serv. News Articles (Feb. 16, 2005) 

G. Declaration of Andrea J. Prasow 

H. Amnesty International, United States of America, Cruel and Inhuman:  Conditions 

of Isolation for Detainees at Guantánamo Bay (Apr. 2007) 

I.  Ben Fox, Life Harsher in New Guantanamo Unit, ABC News/Associated Press 

(Feb. 3, 2007) 

J. R. Jeffrey Smith & and Julie Tate, Uighers' Detention Conditions Condemned, 

Wash. Post (Jan. 30, 2007) 

K. Tim Golden, Military Taking a Tougher Line with Detainees, N.Y. Times (Dec. 

16, 2006) 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

 
v. 
 

SALIM AHMED HAMDAN 
 

 
Defense Motion 

for Relief from Punitive Conditions of 
Confinement and for Confinement Credit, or, 

Alternatively, Abatement 
 

 Declaration of Emily A. Keram, M.D. 
 

1 February 2008 
 

I, Emily A. Keram, M.D., declare pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1756, that the following 

information is true and correct: 

1. I am a clinical and forensic psychiatrist retained by the defense for Salim Hamdan 

in the case of United States v. Hamdan to formulate and render opinions related to 

various aspects of Mr. Hamdan’s mental state and its effects on his behavior. 

2. My experience as a forensic psychiatrist is as follows: 

a. I completed a Fellowship in Forensic Psychiatry with the United States 

Department of Justice in June 1992. 

b. I am Board Certified in Psychiatry and Neurology with added Board 

Certification in Forensic Psychiatry. 

c. Throughout my career, the majority of my professional activity has 

consisted of the clinical evaluation and treatment of patients. 

d. Over the past fifteen and a half years I have conducted hundreds of civil 

and criminal forensic evaluations as an expert witness in the field of 

psychiatry. 

e. I have conducted the majority of these evaluations as a court-appointed 

expert.  My involvement in the remainder of the evaluations arose from 



consultations initiated by the defense and prosecution/plaintiff in 

approximately equal numbers. 

f. I have qualified as an expert witness in psychiatry in United States District 

Courts in North Carolina and the Northern District of California, and 

California Superior Courts in Sonoma and San Francisco Counties. 

3. I have spent approximately seventy (70) hours with Mr. Hamdan in order to 

formulate and render opinions related to various aspects of Mr. Hamdan’s mental state 

and its effects upon his behavior. 

4. At each of my meetings with Mr. Hamdan I assessed his psychiatric symptoms.   

At each meeting Mr. Hamdan met diagnostic criteria for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder 

and Major Depression.  

5. At each meeting, I saw Mr. Hamdan in Camp Echo, where he had been previously 

kept in solitary confinement.  During the days over which I met with Mr. Hamdan he was 

similarly kept in solitary confinement.  During the course of my interviews with Mr. 

Hamdan, I observed symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder including nightmares, 

intrusive thoughts, memories and images, amnesia for details of traumatic events, lack of 

future orientation, anxiety, irritability, insomnia, poor concentration and memory, 

exaggerated startle response, and hypervigilence.  I also observed symptoms of Major 

Depression including depressed mood, sleep and cognitive disturbances as above, 

anergia, anhedonia, hopelessness, and helplessness.  At times his symptoms impaired his 

ability to participate in the evaluation.  These symptoms were severely exacerbated by his   

incarceration in solitary confinement.  At one point during my preliminary evaluation, 

Mr. Hamdan was housed in the general population at Guantanamo Bay.  In advance of 
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our meetings, he was moved to isolation in Camp Echo.  The effects of even one night of 

isolation on Mr. Hamdan’s mental state were so pronounced that I advised his counsel to 

request that Mr. Hamdan be returned to the general population each night  to minimize 

his time in solitary confinement and to permit me to work with him.  

6.  I have been advised that Mr. Hamdan has been in solitary confinement in Camps 

6, 1 and 5 since December 2006. 

7. Solitary confinement has profound effects on a person’s personality.  In addition 

to exacerbating any ongoing psychiatric symptoms, solitary confinement has been found 

to be associated with depression, anxiety, irritability, panic attacks, hopelessness, 

helplessness, suicidal ideation, poor concentration and memory, hypersensitivity to 

perceptual stimuli, perceptual distortions, illusions, and thought disorder.  Persons so 

confined may develop paranoia, obsessional thoughts, and primitive thoughts of harm to 

self and others, which may be acted upon.  Impulse control may be impaired.  Solitary 

confinement may lead to psychotic symptoms including delusional thinking and 

hallucinations.  Persons kept in solitary confinement may develop chronic psychiatric 

symptoms which do not resolve once they are removed from such confinement.  In 

addition to the above-mentioned symptoms, persons kept in solitary confinement may 

develop intolerance of interaction with others, which may impair their ability to function 

effectively in future roles in which contact with others is necessary.      

8. I have spoken with Andrea Prasow, Assistant Detailed Defense Counsel, 

regarding Mr. Hamdan’s behavior during her visit with him on January 24 and 25, 2008.  

Her description of his behavior is consistent with my observations of Mr. Hamdan’s 
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9. Based on my personal interviews with Mr. Hamdan, my preliminary assessment 

at that time, and my conversations with counsel regarding his behavior over the last 

several months, I believe Mr. Hamdan is unable to materially assist in his own defense. 

10. I believe that if Mr. Hamdan remains in solitary confinement, his condition will 

deteriorate and he will be at risk for developing more serious psychiatric symptoms as 

described in paragraph 7 above.  These include the risk of suicidal thoughts and behavior.  

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

             

By:   /s/ Emily A. Keram, M.D. 

Date:  February 1, 2008 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

SALIM AHMED HAMDAN,

Plaintiff,

v.

DONALD H. RUMSFELD,

Defendant.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

  Civil Action No. 04-1519 (JR)

ORDER

For the reasons set forth in the accompanying

memorandum opinion it is

ORDERED that the petition of Salim Ahmed Hamdan for

habeas corpus [1-1] is granted in part.  It is 

FURTHER ORDERED that the cross-motion to dismiss of

Donald H. Rumsfeld [1-84] is denied.  It is 

FURTHER ORDERED that, unless and until a competent

tribunal determines that petitioner is not entitled to the

protections afforded prisoners-of-war under Article 4 of the

Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War

of August 12, 1949, he may not be tried by Military Commission

for the offenses with which he is charged.  It is 

FURTHER ORDERED that, unless and until the rules for

Military Commissions (Department of Defense Military Commission

Order No. 1) are amended so that they are consistent with and not

contrary to Uniform Code of Military Justice Article 39, 10

Case 1:04-cv-01519-JR     Document 56      Filed 11/08/2004     Page 1 of 2
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U.S.C. § 839, petitioner may not be tried by Military Commission

for the offenses with which he is charged.  It is 

FURTHER ORDERED that petitioner be released from the

pre-Commission detention wing of Camp Delta and returned to the

general population of Guantanamo detainees, unless some reason

other than the pending charges against him requires different

treatment.  And it is

FURTHER ORDERED that petitioner’s remaining claims are

in abeyance, the Court having abstained from deciding them.

      JAMES ROBERTSON
United States District Judge
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I, Colonel Michael I. Bumgarner, United States Army, under the penalties bf perjury, hereby 
state that, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief, the following is true, accurate, . 
and correct: 

I am a Colonel in the United States Army with over twenty four (24) years of active duty service 
as a Military Policeman . I am currently assigned as the Commander, Joint Detention Group, for 
the Joint Task Force Guantanamo, Guantanamo.Bay, Cuba. As Detention Group Commander, I 
am responsible for all aspects of detention operations associated with the care and custody of 
Enemy Combatants from the Global War on Terror that are being held at U.S. Naval Station, 
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. I have served in this position since April 2005. I answer directly to the 
Joint Task Force Commander, RDML Hanis, or the Deputy Commander, BG Leacock. 

It is my responsibility, among others, to see that the detention mission is performed in a humane 
manner that protects the safety and security of the detainees, and the safety of security personnel 
at JTF-Guantanamo. I am completely familiar with all of the detention areas within the h in t  
Task Force, including the actual structure and conditions wifhin each area, and the policies and 
procedures for detention operations in each of those areas. 

As of approximately 30 March 2006, eight of ten Enemy Combatants charged with war crimes 
and scheduled to appear before a military commission have been co-located together on a tier of 
one of the newest detention camps, known as Camp 5. The other two charged detainees are 
housed in a different facility. It is my intention to move the remaining charged commissions 
defendants to this same location when operationally feasible. 

Prior to co-locating the charged detainees on the same tier of Camp 5, they were spread out 
across the camps, living in a number of different facilities. For example, three were living in 
Camp 4 (including Detainee Khadr), three were living in Camp 3, dne in Camp 5. The living 
conditions of the various charged detainees varied, depending on which camp they were in. 

Camp 5 is an American Correctiohs Association certified maximum-security detention facility. 
It was designed after a federal maximum-security facility in Indiana. The charged commissions 
detainees are held in one tier within the same wing of the Camp 5 facility. On this tier, there are 
12 cells, of which eight are occupied by the charged detainees. 

I am familiar with the American Corrections Associations standards and,'with respect to the 
conditions of the detention, neither Detainee Khadr nor the other commissions detainees are 
segregated, held in isolation, or in soIitary confinement. The charged detainees are held in 
individual concrete cells. The cells are not audio isolated and there is no effort made to disrupt 
any communication between the detainees from within their cells. They are aIlowed to 
participate jn daily prayers, which occurs five times each day, and One of the detainees Ieads 
those prayers. The tier in which they are housed also Bas a reading room for the detainees' use 
on a scheduled periodic basis. 
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. . .. . ... . . . . . . . - . . . . . . .  . - .  - .  . 
~ a & h  detainee is allowed two hours of recreation a day. The recreation fields are divided into 
eight sections, separated by a link fence. They are able to communicate with each other, but 
cannot physically touch each other or play games, such as soccer. Six of the detainees 
participate in recreation at the same time. Two detainees participate in recreation activities in the 
newer recreation yard. Each recreation yard has physical exercise equipment, such as an eliptical 
machines for cardio-vascular exercise. 

By comparison, Camp 4 is a medium-security, communal~living facilky in which detainees 
reside in open bays, with ten detainees per bay. They are able to recreate in groups, including 
having the opportunity to play games such as soccer, basketball or even chess. 

I supported and approved the decision to co-locate the charged detainees wit& the same tier of 
Camp 5. I then recommended the movement to the then-Joint Task Force Commander, MG 
Hood. He approved the decision and the relocation was made. This decision was well-advised 
and carefully thought out. Input from senior leaden within the Joint Detention Group was 
obtained in consideration of this decision. It was not arbitrary. The movement was not and does 
not punish the charged detainees. Furthermore, it was not done to affect the commissions 
process, and it in fact does not. 

There were two primary reasons why the charged individuals were moved to the same wing of 
Camp 5. First, JTFGTMO is consolidating detainee operations due to a variety of factors, 
including a reduction in perso~lnel and the anticipation of opening the new detention facility, 
known as Camp 6, sometime later this year. Some camps are being shut down and others 'are 
being moved around. Moving the charged detainees to the same wing in Camp 5 help$ " ;I  

manpowei issues and makes for smoother camp operations. :.. 

Second, Joint Task Borce Guanatanamo is trying to comply with 'M'Z 190-47 q d  AR 190-8, and 
sound correctional doctrine which recommend separating various classes of detainees, such as 
keeping pre-trial detainees separate fiom others and keeping detainees separated based upon the 
seriousness of the charged offenses. While it can be said that all of,the detainees are pre-trial, the 
fact that ten individuals have been charged changes the operational security for their c a e  and 
custody. Consistent with AR 190-47 and AR 190-8 separating the group from the uncharged 
individuals increases the safety and security of the facilities for all detainees and allows more 
efficient operation of the guard force. 

k\cllA€l- SE 
Colonel, United States A r & y  
Commander, Joint Detention Group 
Joint Task Force Guantanarno 

Executed on: 0 6  dpY~dba 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

 
v. 
 

SALIM AHMED HAMDAN 
 

 
Defense Motion 

for Relief from Punitive Conditions of 
Confinement and for Confinement Credit, or, 

Alternatively, Abatement 
 

Declaration of Andrea J. Prasow 
 

1 February 2008 
 

I, Andrea J. Prasow, declare pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1756, that the following 

information is true and correct: 

1. I am Assistant Detailed Defense Counsel in the case of United States v. Hamdan.   

I have been detailed to Mr. Hamdan’s case since April 2007. 

2. I have met with Mr. Hamdan for approximately two to three days per month since 

May 2007.   

3. Pursuant to court order, Mr. Hamdan was previously detained in Camp 4 – a 

medium-security, communal-living style facility.  Following dismissal of his habeas case 

by District Judge Robertson in December 2006, Mr. Hamdan was moved to solitary 

confinement in Camp 6.  He has been in solitary confinement every since. 

4. During the course of our meetings, I have had the opportunity to personally 

observe Mr. Hamdan’s demeanor.  Over the last several months, I have observed a 

significant change in Mr. Hamdan’s personality.   

5. Mr. Hamdan has grown increasingly agitated.  He has described tremendous 

suffering due to his ongoing solitary confinement.  He finds it difficult to concentrate, his 

eyesight has deteriorated, and he experiences constant harassment from the guards.  His 

level of desperation grew to the point where he requested to meet with interrogators in 

the hopes that they might improve his conditions of confinement.  



6. Mr. Hamdan has a history of extreme emotional distress when placed in solitary 

confinement.  His difficulty concentrating on his case due to the effects of solitary 

confinement was previously identified by Dr. Emily A. Keram, a forensic psychiatrist 

retained by the Defense to assist in the preparation of Mr. Hamdan’s case.  During a 

period when Mr. Hamdan was housed in general population, he would be transported to 

isolation in Camp Echo in advance of attorney visits.  Dr. Keram noted that his ability to 

participate was so seriously hampered by even one night in solitary confinement that the 

Defense requested that Mr. Hamdan be returned to general population during the evening 

between attorney interviews.  A true and correct copy of the Memorandum from LCDR 

Charles Swift to Commander, JTF, Guantanamo, dated May 30, 2005, attaching 

memoranda from Dr. Keram to LCDR Swift dated May 16 and 17, 2005, is attached as 

Exhibit 1 to this Declaration. 

7. Due to Mr. Hamdan’s deteriorating mental condition, and in light of the Military 

Judge’s Order of June 4, 2007 that Mr. Hamdan might be a prisoner-of-war, I requested 

that he be moved to the less restrictive, non-solitary confinement facility in Camp 4.  A 

true and correct copy of that request is attached as Exhibit 2 to this Declaration. 

8. Having failed to receive a response to this request, on October 9, 2007, I 

reiterated my request in writing.  A true and correct copy of that request is attached as 

Exhibit 3 to this Declaration.  During October 2007, I spoke to CAPT McCarthy, Staff 

Judge Advocate (“SJA”), in person and asked to be informed of the status of the request 

that Mr. Hamdan be moved to Camp 4.  CAPT McCarthy informed me that he had 

forwarded the request through appropriate channels.  I never received any further 

response.    
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9. After meeting with Mr. Hamdan in December 2007, I grew so concerned about 

his mental state that I submitted an additional request to the SJA that Mr. Hamdan be 

moved from solitary confinement to Camp 4, and that he be allowed a telephone call with 

his wife.  I am aware that Omar Khadr, who is being prosecuted by military commission, 

and Ibrahim al Qosi, who was charged under a previous commission process, are or were 

both housed in Camp 4.   I am also aware that Mr. Khadr has received at least one 

telephone call from his family.  A true and correct copy of that request, dated December 

17, 2007, is attached as Exhibit 4 to this Declaration. 

10. On December 19, 2007, I received a response from the SJA’s office.  I was 

informed that Mr. Hamdan had been moved to Camp 1.  A true and correct copy of that 

response is attached as Exhibit 5 to this Declaration. 

11. On January 24, 2008, I arrived at my scheduled visit with Mr. Hamdan and 

discovered that he had been moved to Camp 5.  Mr. Hamdan informed me that he had 

been in Camp 1 until December 24, 2007, after which time he was moved to Camp 5 – 

another solitary confinement facility. 

12. Mr. Hamdan informed me that during the entire month he had been in Camp 5 he 

had only been allowed two exercise periods. 

13. Mr. Hamdan informed me that during the month he had been in Camp 5 he had 

written three separate letters to his attorneys but that the guards had refused to collect 

them.  During our meeting, Mr. Hamdan provided me with those letters. 

14. Over the last several months, Mr. Hamdan has grown increasingly frustrated with 

his legal team.  Mr. Hamdan has told me several times that he cannot focus on preparing 

for his trial because his conditions of confinement are so strenuous and all-consuming.  
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF DEFENSE COUNSEL 

OFFICE OF MILITARY COMMISSIONS 
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL 

1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C.  20310  

 
 
 17 Dec 07 
 
From:  Andrea J. Prasow, Assistant Detailed Defense Counsel 
To:      Staff Judge Advocate, Joint Task Force Guantanamo Bay 
 
Subj:   CONDITIONS OF CONFINEMENT ICO SALIM AHMED HAMDAN, ISN 0149 
 
1.  The defense for Salim Ahmed Hamdan, ISN 0149, is concerned that Mr. Hamdan’s 
conditions of confinement are materially interfering with our ability to prepare Mr. Hamdan’s 
defense in the military commission.  Specifically: 
 

a. Mr. Hamdan is housed in Echo block of Camp VI, a solitary confinement wing during 
which he is in isolation for 23 hours per day; 

 
b. Lack of access to the outside has caused Mr. Hamdan’s eyesight to deteriorate 

significantly since he was relocated to Camp VI; 
 

c. Interrogators meet with detainees on Mr. Hamdan’s block routinely.  The interrogators 
provide additional comfort items to those detainees, such as food, spices and movies, as 
well as provide letters from the detainees’ family members.  Mr. Hamdan never receives 
these comfort items and experiences mental distress due to the disparity of treatment; 

 
d. The guards on Mr. Hamdan’s block continually harass him by turning the hot water off 

and increasing the level of air conditioning in his cell, among other things.  Mr. Hamdan 
has reported the harassment to officers in charge who have failed to respond; 

 
e. Mr. Hamdan is aware that Omar Khadr, who is currently facing charges before a military 

commission, and Ibrahim Al Qosi, who was charged under the previous commission 
system, are both housed in Camp IV; 

 
f. Mr. Hamdan is aware that many detainees are housed in Foxtrot block of Camp I; 

 
g. Mr. Hamdan is aware that other detainees, including Mr. Khadr, have received telephone 

calls from their families; 
 

h. Mr. Hamdan is aware that his family has written letters to him and created DVDs, which 
include footage of the daughter he has never seen.  Those letters DVDs were submitted 
by the defense several months ago for clearance by your office.  To date, Mr. Hamdan 
has not received them; 
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i. Mr. Hamdan’s conditions are so detrimental to his mental health that he has previously 
requested to speak to interrogators in the hope that they would provide him letters and 
DVDs of his family as they have for other detainees. 

 
2. On visits with defense counsel beginning shortly after Mr. Hamdan was transferred to 
solitary confinement in Camp VI, Mr. Hamdan has been emotionally distraught and withdrawn 
to the point of being unable to focus for any length of time on substantive issues relating to his 
case.  From the perspective of defense counsel, this represents a profound personality change, 
one that has materially degraded his ability to cooperate in his own defense and that corresponds 
directly to the isolation imposed on Mr. Hamdan in Camp VI.  
 
3. The environment in which Mr. Hamdan is housed creates such serious psychological 
pressure that he might attempt to plead involuntarily to a charge in order to alleviate his 
conditions. 
 
4. Accordingly, the defense requests that Mr. Hamdan immediately be moved to Camp IV.  We 
note that we previously submitted a request that he be moved to Camp IV and have still not 
received a response to that request.   
 
5. Alternatively, the defense requests that Mr. Hamdan immediately be moved to Camp I, 
Foxtrot block. 
 
6. We further request that Mr. Hamdan immediately be provided access to the letters from his 
family submitted by the defense for review, and that the DVDs of his family submitted for 
review be approved and made available for the next scheduled visit by the defense team. 
 
 
 Very respectfully, 
 
   /s/ 
 
 ANDREA J. PRASOW 
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Life Harsher in New Guantanamo Unit 
Life Harsher for Detainees in Guantanamo's Newest Prison Unit, Maximum-Security Camp 6 

By BEN FOX 

The Associated Press 

GUANTANAMO BAY NAVAL BASE, Cuba  

Abdul Helil Mamut's good behavior earned him a spot in a medium-security compound at the 
Guantanamo Bay prison, where he slept in a barracks, shared leisurely meals with other prisoners and 
could spend more than half the day in an outdoor recreation area.  

But in December, the detainee was among dozens transferred from Camp 4 to the maximum-security 
Camp 6, the newest section of Guantanamo Bay's military prison. 

Now Mamut, an ethnic Uighur from China captured in Pakistan, spends all but two hours a day isolated 
in his cell. He eats and prays by himself. His only recreation comes in a concrete courtyard surrounded 
by high walls, separated from other prisoners by a chain-link fence. 

The U.S. government says the unit provides detainees with more private and comfortable quarters. 

But Mamut and other Uighur prisoners complain their days are now filled with "infinite tedium and 
loneliness," said Sabin Willett, an attorney for the men, in an affidavit filed in a Washington court. 

"All expressed a desperate desire for sunlight, fresh air and someone to speak to," Willett wrote after a 
January visit to the prison, located on the U.S. military base in southeastern Cuba, where the U.S. holds 
nearly 400 men suspected of links to al-Qaida or the Taliban. 

Wells Dixon, who also represents Uighurs held at Guantanamo, predicted the lack of human interaction 
in Camp 6 will cause detainees to lose their grip on reality. 

"It will very soon become an insane asylum," he told The Associated Press in a phone interview after he 
returned from the base in January. 

The military, however, says Camp 6 has improved the lives of detainees 

A guard at Camp 6, an Army sergeant whose name cannot be disclosed under military rules, insisted that 
the prisoners prefer the new air-conditioned cells and the privacy. 

"It's kind of like having their own apartment," he said.
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Camp 6 houses about 160 men more than a third of the total at Guantanamo and is similar to the highest-
security U.S. prisons, even though no one at the prison has been convicted. 

When the first detainees arrived in the new unit in December, they found on their bunks two pieces of 
baklava a sweet pastry common in the Middle East to welcome them to their new quarters, according to 
one prison official. 

Originally, Camp 6 was going to be more like Camp 4, with detainees allowed to congregate in a 
common area and share meals. But the commander of the detention center, Navy Rear Adm. Harry B. 
Harris, said that plan changed after 10 detainees attacked guards in Camp 4 last May and three prisoners 
committed suicide in June in Camp 1. 

"Our understanding of the detainees improved and evolved," Harris said. 

In Camp 6, guards handcuff detainees through a slot in the steel door before escorting them to the 
recreation area. 

"They never touch another living thing," Willett said. "They never see, smell, or touch plants, soil, the 
sea or any creature, except insects." 

Willett said he does not know why Mamut, who is about 30, or the other Uighurs were moved out of 
Camp 4. The military will not discuss individual detainees or decisions about their custody but officials 
say tight security is warranted in all cases. 

"I firmly believe that the detainee population that we have right now is literally still at war with us," said 
Army Col. Wade Dennis, the detention center warden. "We have to be constantly vigilant." 

Willett believes Mamut does not deserve to be in a high-security section, saying he is among the more 
than 100 detainees slated for release or transfer from Guantanamo. 

Uighurs have been accused by China of leading a violent Islamic separatist movement in the western 
province of Xinjiang, though their supporters say Beijing uses claims of terrorism as an excuse to crack 
down on peaceful pro-independence sentiment. 

Under U.S. law, they cannot be deported to China because of concern they could face political 
persecution. Five Uighurs were sent to Albania last year, but other countries have been unwilling to 
accept the 17 or so remaining in Guantanamo. 

Camp 6 was built for $37 million by KBR, a subsidiary of Houston-based Halliburton Co. The military 
has transferred prisoners there from other parts of the detention center, including from Camps 1, 2 and 3, 
where detainees were held in steel mesh cells that allowed them to easily communicate with each other 
but also left guards vulnerable to being spat upon or splashed with other bodily fluids. 

Another unit, Camp 5, is reserved for the least compliant and "high value" detainees, who are also kept 
in individual, solid-wall cells and also allowed outside for only 2 hours a day of recreation in an 
enclosed area. 
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Camp 4, where detainees could spend 12-14 hours a day outside and could congregate freely, now holds 
about 35 prisoners, down from about 180 at the time of the attack on guards in May. Harris said it will 
never return to its previous size. 

Copyright 2008 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, 
broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. 

Copyright © 2008 ABC News Internet Ventures
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December 16, 2006 

Military Taking a Tougher Line With Detainees  

By TIM GOLDEN 

GUANTÁNAMO BAY, Cuba, Dec. 10 — As the first detainees began moving last week into 

Guantánamo’s modern, new detention facility, Camp 6, the military guard commander stood 

beneath the high, concrete walls of the compound, looking out on a fenced-in athletic yard. 

The yard, where the detainees were to have played soccer and other sports, had been part of a 

plan to ease the conditions under which more than 400 men are imprisoned here, nearly all of 

them without having been charged. But that plan has changed. 

“At this point, I just don’t see using that,” the guard commander, Col. Wade F. Dennis, said.  

After two years in which the military sought to manage terrorism suspects at Guantánamo with 

incentives for good behavior, steady improvements in their living conditions and even dialogue 

with prison leaders, the authorities here have clamped down decisively in recent months. 

Security procedures have been tightened. Group activities have been scaled back. With the 

retrofitting of Camp 6 and the near-emptying of another showcase camp for compliant 

prisoners, military officials said about three-fourths of the detainees would eventually be held 

in maximum-security cells. That is a stark departure from earlier plans to hold a similar 

number in medium-security units. 

Officials said the shift reflected the military’s analysis — after a series of hunger strikes, a riot 

last May and three suicides by detainees in June — that earlier efforts to ease restrictions on 

the detainees had gone too far. 

The commander of the Guantánamo task force, Rear Adm. Harry B. Harris Jr., said the tougher 

approach also reflected the changing nature of the prison population, and his conviction that 

all of those now held here are dangerous men. “They’re all terrorists; they’re all enemy 

combatants,” Admiral Harris said in an interview.  
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He added, “I don’t think there is such a thing as a medium-security terrorist.” 

Admiral Harris, who took command on March 31, referred in part to the recent departure from 

Guantánamo of the last of 38 men whom the military had classified since early 2005 as “no 

longer enemy combatants.” Still, about 100 others who had been cleared by the military for 

transfer or release remained here while the State Department tried to arrange their 

repatriation. 

[Shortly after Admiral Harris’s remarks, another 15 detainees were sent home to Saudi Arabia, 

where they were promptly returned to their families.] 

The detainee population here has also been reshaped by the arrival in September of 14 terror 

suspects, including the accused mastermind of the Sept. 11 attacks, who had been held by the 

Central Intelligence Agency in secret prisons overseas. 

United States officials said these so-called high-value suspects were being held apart from the 

rest of the Guantánamo prisoners, at a secret detention facility supervised by C.I.A. officers. 

The 14 have been visited twice by representatives of the International Committee of the Red 

Cross, but have not yet been interrogated by military intelligence officials, these officials said. 

Next year, after the Defense Department finishes rewriting rules for the military tribunals that 

the Bush administration first established in November 2001, the intelligence agency’s 

prisoners are to be charged with war crimes. The timetable for their prosecutions remains 

uncertain. 

Military officials said they would continue to try to improve conditions at the prison to the 

extent that security considerations allowed. They said they have abandoned special cell blocks 

for discipline and segregation, so that prisoners who violate rules are now punished simply by 

the withdrawal of various privileges in their regular cells. The authorities have also 

standardized rules for exercise, allowing each detainee at least two hours a day, they said. 

Nonetheless, the tightening of security at the detention center represents a significant shift in 

Guantánamo’s operations.  

Since spring 2004, the military’s handling of the detainees had been heavily influenced by the 

political and diplomatic pressures that grew out of the Abu Ghraib scandal and other cases of 

prisoner abuse. At the same time, Guantánamo’s focus was shifting from interrogations to the 
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long-term detention of men who, for the most part, would never be charged with any crime. 

With little guidance from Washington, senior officers here began in 2005 to edge back toward 

the traditional Geneva Convention rules for prisoner treatment that President Bush had 

disavowed after 9/11 for the fight against terrorism, military officials said. Military officers 

began listening more attentively to the prisoners’ complaints, and eventually met a few times 

with a council of detainee leaders. 

Those talks were quickly aborted in August 2005. The hunger strikes were effectively broken 

last January, when the military began strapping detainees into padded “restraint chairs” to 

force-feed them through stomach tubes.  

But those protests gave way to several drug overdoses in May and the hangings in June of three 

prisoners — all of whom had previously been hunger strikers. 

The current Guantánamo commanders eschewed any criticism of their predecessors. But they 

were blunt in laying out a different approach. 

Asked about his discussions with prisoners, Colonel Dennis said he basically had none. As for 

the handful of detainees who have continued to wage hunger strikes, including three who were 

being force-fed last week, he said they would get no “special attention” from him. 

“If they want to do that, hook it up,” he said, apparently referring to the restraint chair system 

for force-feeding. “If that’s what you want to do, that’s your choice.” 

Admiral Harris said he had ordered a hardening of the security posture on the basis of new 

insights into the threat that the detainees pose. “We have learned how committed they are, just 

how serious they are, and how dangerous they are,” he said. 

Several military officials said Admiral Harris took over the Guantánamo task force with a 

greater concern about security, and soon ordered his aides to draw up plans to deal with 

hostage-takings and other emergencies. 

He and Colonel Dennis both asserted that Camp 4 — where dozens of detainees rioted during 

an aggressive search of their quarters last May — represented a particular danger.  

Admiral Harris said detainees there had used the freedom of the camp to train one another in 

terrorist tactics, and in 2004 plotted unsuccessfully to seize a food truck and use it to run over 
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guards. 

“Camp 4 is an ideal planning ground for nefarious activity,” he said. 

But according to several recent interviews with military personnel who served here at the time, 

the riot in May did not transpire precisely as military officials had described it. The disturbance 

culminated with what the military had said was an attack by detainees on members of a Quick 

Reaction Force that burst into one barracks to stop a detainee who appeared to be hanging 

himself. 

But officers familiar with the event said the force stormed in after a guard saw a detainee 

merely holding up a sheet and that his intentions were ambiguous. A guard also mistakenly 

broadcast the radio code for multiple suicide attempts, heightening the alarm, the officers said. 

Admiral Harris conceded that an error “could have been” made, but said “it was certainly no 

accident” that the prisoners had slicked the floor of their quarters with soapy water and 

excrement, and fought the guards with makeshift weapons. He said he believed the guards 

acted properly. 

The May 18 search took place after at least two prisoners were found unconscious from 

overdoses of hoarded drugs. The detainees who attacked the guards were known as especially 

religious, and had been angered in the past by searches of their Korans. 

After the three suicides in June, Camp 6 was substantially reconfigured. Staircases and 

catwalks were fenced in so that detainees could not jump from them to attack guards or try to 

kill themselves. Shower stalls were built higher so they could not be used for hangings. Exercise 

yards were divided up into a series of one-man pens. 

The detainees will still look out the small windows of their computer-controlled cell doors to 

see the stainless steel picnic tables where they were once supposed to have shared their meals; 

they just will not be able to sit at those tables with other detainees. 

Military officials confirmed that since the suicides in June, three detainees who were part of 

the council that negotiated with military commanders had been kept isolated from nearly all 

other prisoners in Camp Echo, a collection of bungalows where detainees often see their 

lawyers. 
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Those detainees include Shaker Aamer, a Saudi resident of Britain who is accused of having 

ties to Al Qaeda; Ghassan al-Sharbi, a Saudi electrical engineer who was charged earlier with 

plotting to make bombs for Qaeda forces in Afghanistan; and Saber Lahmar, an Algerian 

religious scholar seized in Bosnia. 

Lawyers for Mr. Aamer and Mr. Lahmar said that they had been alone for most of that time, 

and that the isolation was causing them psychological damage. 

“They have thrown away the key and forgotten him even though he is spiraling down physically 

and psychologically,” Mr. Lahmar’s lawyer, Stephen H. Olesky, said.  

Noting that a petition for relief on behalf of Mr. Lahmar has been before a federal appeals court 

for nearly two years, he added, “They know we do not have a judge to take this case to, so they 

can pile on the detainee.” 

Colonel Dennis, the commander of the detention group, said Mr. Lahmar was being allowed to 

exercise and had access to any medical attention he required. 
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